Best Bets for Bath Time

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Announcing bath time for your kids can be an easy
sell or the fight of your life. Trying to convince them
it’s a good deal purely from a hygiene stance doesn’t
always work. Finding water-friendly toys and activities that make bathing fun and entertaining is your
best ally to get children out of their clothes and into
the water. The following items have fantastic aquatic
appeal for both wee bathers and the tub supervisors
looking for a clean bath time experience!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Plui

Ferry Boat with
Mini Cars

(Moluk)
From the creators of the wildly
popular and versatile Bilbo, the
Plui is an entrancing tub toy that‘s
a guaranteed hit for kids. Submerge the Plui and it fills with water
through the hole in the top. Placing
a finger over the hole prevents the
water from sprinkling out through
the small nozzles on the bottom as
it’s lifted up. It offers a subtle lesson in aquatic principles as kids control the flow of water allowed
to ‘rain’ from the bottom of the Plui. With simplicity of design that
belies its entertainment and educational value, the Plui will keep
young bathers happy in the tub until the water is cold!

(Green Toys)

The best of land
and sea combine in
Green Toys’ Ferry Boat!
Complete with two
fast-back mini cars,
and modeled after real
two-story car-carrying
vessel, the Ferry Boat has an adjustable sliding ramp for
boarding and off-loading cars and cargo. With realistic design
features, it’s seaworthy for bath play and ideal for land action
as well. Constructed from 100% recycled milk jugs, the Ferry
Boat with Mini Cars is also an environmentally sound bath toy
choice that’s durable, buoyant and dishwasher-safe!

Super Scoop

Floating
WonderBlocks

(Brica)

A tub full of toys is the mark of bath
time enjoyed, but all good times come to
an end. And all those soggy toys need to
find a new home, high and dry, until they’re
called back into action. With counter
space at a premium and under cabinet
storage raising the risk of mildew, the
Super Scoop is a quick, easy and sensible
toy storage solution. Simply drag the large
mouth of the Scoop through the water and
the mesh fabric collects the toys above
and below the surface. A push-lock suction cup that mounts
easily on fiberglass tubs provides the anchor to hang the Super
Scoop where toys can air dry until the next bath time. It’s a
clean winner for tub time!

(eWonderWorld)

Creativity doesn’t have to stop
just because the water’s rising.
Floating WonderBlocks offer kids the
resources to design and build their
own wonders on top of the water.
With 16 blocks in a variety of shapes
and sizes, (and two duckies!) the
WonderBlocks set also includes a
mat that serves as the floating foundation for the edifices that
will arise upon the waves. Crafted with sturdy, lightweight EVA
foam the blocks can stick to most tub sides with simple water
tension, adding another dimension to bath time design. For the
little bather who’s ready to build, Floating WonderBlocks carries
construction projects forward in the tub!

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
by Gerry Paige Smith

Picture a New Attitude
When things in our lives trigger a funk, a fit of pique or simply a sulk, it’s hard for all of
us to reassess, decompress and move past a bad mood. Kids are especially sensitive to
the moments that set them off. The lost toy, the change in plans, the dropped ice cream – a
child’s day is filled with moments that can ignite a turn for the worse. Children are not typically well-equipped with the patience and clarity to work through the issue that’s troubling
them. And the result is often melt-downs, tantrums or a general mad-at-the-world posture that
friends and family simply have to endure until it passes. The following titles explore in lighthearted ways the things that can spark a bad mood along with suggestions and solutions
that may help kids power through the mad moments and bounce back with a new attitude!

No Fits, Nilson!

by Zachariah Ohora (Dial / Penguin)
Amelia and Nilson do everything together. Every moment in their day is shared and it’s usually a fun adventure …until something goes wrong. The accidental bump that destroys his block
tower, the shoes that don’t fit, or waiting in the long line at the post office can all trigger a raging
fit from Nilson. Luckily, Amelia and her mother are really good at talking Nilson through his frustrations, providing distractions and reminding him of the benefits of being patient. Their mantra “No
fits, Nilson!” lowers the temperature and helps him control his anger. But when one final obstacle
emerges to disappoint Amelia, Nilson will have to step in with a solution that calms Amelia down
before she has her own fit. With a calming voice (and a final page that will delight readers), “No
Fits, Nilson!” offers gentle reminders that frustrations are temporary and patience has big rewards.

It Wasn’t Me!

by Oliver Jeffers (Philomel / Penguin)
The Hueys typically get along with each other very well. But when a regular conversation takes
a wrong turn, their amiable talk quickly devolves into an argument. Their friend, Gillespie, happens
upon the quarrelsome group asking what’s wrong, and he is met with a chorus of “It wasn’t me!”, “He
started it!” and more from the Hueys, all disavowing the source of their discontent. Gillespie’s position
as an outsider allows him to become the voice of reason as he helps them try to remember the root
of their disagreement. As cool heads prevail (and a fascinating distraction appears) the argument
falls away as unimportant and the Hueys reconnect through their shared interest. Jeffers’ adorable
simply-rendered characters present a subtle and positive message that supports finding a peaceful
perspective when tempers flare.

Olive and the Bad Mood

by Tor Freeman (Templar / Candlewick)
When Olive’s good mood is ruined by a tumble over her loose shoestring, the chain of
events that follow illustrates how a bad mood can become contagious. Cloaked in her anger,
Olive stomps past her best friends who each greet her cheerfully. She responds rudely to
each friend’s overture, with insults and snarky comments that leave them sinking into moods
of their own. Once Olive finally finds something that makes her happy, she snaps out of her
funk and returns to share her good fortune with her friends. But now they’ve caught her bad
mood and it’s up to Olive to bring them back around. A precious cautionary tale, this title illustrates how a bad attitude can spread, and worse, come back home to roost.

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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